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Illustration*
A grants B a field inaccessible except by passing over A's adjoining land. 1> after*
wards purchases a part of that land over which ho can pnsa to his field The right-of-way
over A's land which B had acquired is extinguished.
Extinction	42. An easement is extinguished when it becomes incapable of bring at
of   useless    an^ £jmo anci under any circumstances beneficial to the dominant owner.
43. Where, by any permanent  change  in the  dominant horitttw. the
Extinction	-    A / -I       -        *   • n    •	i      i	it	11
by permanent burden on the servient heritage is material Iy increased and cannot bo   ivdmioa
change   in    by the servient owner without interfering1 with the  lawful enjoyment  of th<*
heritage,       easement, the easement is extinguished, unless —
(#) it was intended for the beneficial enjoyinont of the dominant
heritage to whatever extent the easement should be used ; or
(#) the injury caused to the servient owner by the change is so  slight
that no reasonable porsou would complain of it ; or
(<?) the easement is an easement of necessity.
Nothing in this section shall be deemed to apply to an casement entitling
the dominant owner to support of the dominant heritage*
Extinction	^* ^n easement is extinguished whore the  servieut heritage ib by
on permanent superior force so permanently altered that the dominant owner can no longer
suet easement :
Provided that, where a way of necessity is destroyed by superior force,
the dominant owner has a right to another way over the serviont heritage; and
the provisions of section 11 apply to such way.
Illustrations.
 (a)	A grants to B, as Uxo owner of a certain hoiwe, a, riglit to  fish in a river running
through A's land,   The river changes its course ]>ermaneutly an<l runs through C*s land. B's
easement is extinguished.
 (b)	Access to a path over which A has a right-of-way is permanently cut oft by an
earthquake.   A's right is extinguished.
Extinction by        45* An easement is extinguished when either the dominant or the servionfc
fSrCU heri* herita®e is completely destroyed.
tage.
Illustration.
A has a right-of-way over a road running along the foot of a sea-cliff. The road is
washed away by a permanent encroachment of the sea* A'a easement is extinguished.

